
Humphrey The Lost Whale - An Unforgettable
Tale of Wendy Tokuda

An Unprecedented Encounter with a Lost Giant

It was an ordinary day on October 10th, 1985, when a majestic sight captivated
the San Francisco Bay area. A humpback whale measuring around 40 feet long
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had made its way into the Sacramento River. This bewildering event set the stage
for an incredible journey, both for the whale, later named Humphrey, and for the
remarkable individuals who played a role in his rescue, particularly Wendy
Tokuda.

The Mysterious Migration of Humphrey

Marine experts couldn't determine the exact reason behind Humphrey's unusual
behavior. Humpback whales are known to migrate thousands of miles between
their feeding and breeding grounds, but rarely do they wander into freshwater
rivers. It seemed that Humphrey was disoriented, possibly chasing after a school
of fish or escaping from predators.
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As news of the extraordinary occurrence spread like wildfire, concerned citizens
gathered along the riverbanks, eager to witness this majestic creature up close.
Among the crowd was Wendy Tokuda, a beloved Bay Area news anchor, who
would go on to become an integral part of Humphrey's story.

Wendy Tokuda - A Compassionate Guide
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Wendy, known for her compassionate nature and dedication to wildlife, was
immediately drawn to Humphrey's plight. With her deep-rooted love for animals
and strong journalistic instincts, she became determined to ensure Humphrey's
safe return to the open ocean.

Through her relentless efforts, Wendy Tokuda partnered with marine biologists,
environmentalists, and local authorities to devise a plan to guide Humphrey back
to its natural habitat. They understood the urgency of the situation, as
Humphrey's health was deteriorating due to being stranded in unfamiliar waters.

A Community United

The rescue operation became a rallying point for the Bay Area community.
Volunteers gathered in large numbers, offering their support in any way possible.
Local businesses provided resources, donations poured in, and countless
individuals dedicated their time and expertise to the cause.

The Unforgettable Journey Home

Over the course of several weeks, and against all odds, the team managed to
guide Humphrey back to the Pacific Ocean. The journey was marked with several
challenges, including directing Humphrey through a complex maze of waterways,
ensuring his safety amid heavy boat traffic, and monitoring his health at every
step.

Wendy's tireless efforts to keep the public informed about Humphrey's progress
brought the community closer together as they eagerly followed the adventure.
Her ability to connect with people and inspire compassion played a crucial role in
the success of the rescue mission.

A Testament to Resilience and Unity



Humphrey's story serves as a testament to the resilience of wildlife and the power
of human compassion. Wendy Tokuda's unwavering determination to save the
lost whale showcased the profound impact individuals can have when they come
together for a common cause.

In the years that followed, Humphrey's tale inspired countless others to take
action in protecting and preserving our planet's biodiversity. Wendy Tokuda's
efforts were recognized with numerous awards, but her true reward lies in
knowing that she made a difference in the life of one remarkable creature.

A Legacy of Hope

More than three decades have passed since Humphrey's extraordinary journey,
yet his story continues to captivate hearts around the world. His legacy lives on,
reminding us of the delicate balance between humans and nature, and the
importance of compassion in safeguarding our planet for future generations.

As we reflect on the unforgettable tale of Humphrey the lost whale and Wendy
Tokuda's pivotal role in his rescue, let us be inspired to protect and cherish all
creatures, great and small.
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"A light-hearted approach to the problem of beached whales, Humphrey's story
allows librarians to give a happy 'yes' to that often-asked question, 'Is this a true
story?'"—School Library Journal

"What happens to Humphrey makes a fascinating and delightful story for young
and old alike."—KIdsGrowth.com

Humpback whales are magnificent creatures that sing beautiful songs to each
other underwater. In the whole world there are very few of them, so each one is
quite special.

And they are intelligent. Every winter they travel south, every summer they head
north, and they always know the way.

But even whales can make mistakes . . .

In October 1985 a forty-five-foot long, forty-ton humpback whale wandered into
San Francisco Bay and for twenty-six days struggled mightily to find his way back
to the ocean. This true, illustrated story of Humphrey's adventure has been a
children's favorite for more than twenty-five years. The 2014 edition has updated
news on whales but retains the beloved art and text for big-ocean-mammal lovers
everywhere. Adopted for Reading Rainbow.

Wendy Tokuda is a well-known Bay Area media personality with numerous
broadcasting awards.

Richard Hall is an award-winning TV and film producer in Los Angeles, California.

Hanako Wakiyama lives in southern California and is a widely published author
and illustrator of children's books.
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